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Price Not reported.
Format Hardcover book.
Content This is a publication of the Indian
Pancreatitis Study Group covering all
epidemiological, medical, imaging, and
therapeutic aspects such as endoscopic and
surgical approaches in chronic pancreatitis in
India.
Commentary The book is the result of the
National Workshop on Tropical Pancreatitis/
Fibrocalculous Pancreatic Diabetes in India
which was held in the Amrita Institute of the
Medical Sciences and Research Center in
Cochin from 17 to 19 December, 2004. All
the participants were requested to contribute
chapters detailing their experience with and
views on chronic pancreatitis. Thus, the book
is not a uniform and organic description of
chronic pancreatitis in India but it is made up
of a series of articles which cover all the
aspects of chronic pancreatitis in the different

geographical parts of India. The book is of
particular importance because, for the first
time, non-Indian pancreatologists can obtain
exhaustive information on several aspects of
the disease in India.
Final note This is a useful text which will be
helpful to researchers interested in the
epidemiology of chronic pancreatitis in the
world. Anyone in the field of internal
medicine, gastroenterology or pancreatology
who decides to purchase this book can be sure
it is a good choice for increasing their own
expertise about forms of chronic pancreatitis
which are very rare in Western countries.
For further details contact Prof.
Balakrishnan: ipans@aims.amrita.edu
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Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is a progressive disease with inflammation and destruction of the pancreatic parenchyma.1,2 Decrease in beta
cells and insulin resistance contributes to diabetes mellitus (DM), which accounts for 26% to 41% in the natural course of CP.3â€“8 The
micro- or macrovascular damage secondary to DM is a major threat for CP patients, increasing the. mortality.9,10 Referred to as brittle
diabetes, DM secondary to CP (type 3c DM) is characterized by frequent episodes of hypoglycemia, which is difficult to control and
affects quality of life of patients with CP.11 In this sense, ty Secular Trends of Fibrocalculous Pancreatic Diabetes and Diabetes
Secondary to Alcoholic Chronic Pancreatitis at a Tertiary Care Diabetes Centre in South India. Article (PDF Available) in JOP: Journal of
the pancreas 13(2):205-9 Â· March 2012 with 218 Reads. Source: PubMed.Â Tropical pancreatic diabetes in South India: heterogeneity
in clinical and biochemical profile. Diabetologia. 1985;28:229-32. 10. Mohan V. Fibrocalculous pancreatic diabetes in India. Int. J.

